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Facility Licenses: Northern States Power Company .

Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant
2100 W.-River St.-

Monticello, MN 55362
.

Facility-Docket No: -50-263

Facility License No: DPR-22

Examinations administered at the Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant at:-
Monticello, MN.

Chief Examiner: 7/1//W
7 Larry Dimmock Date Signed

Chief Examiner: // 7jf,/fy
EG&G Idaho, Inc. David N. Graver Date Signed

Approved By:
' M [fMf[s

J I. McMillen, Section Chief date' Signed

Summary

Examinations on June 26-29, 1984

Written, oral, and simulator exams were administered to six R0 candidates'and
three SR0 candidates. One R0 candidate failed the written and simulator
examinations.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Examined

R0 Candidates

S. A. Alfano
D. R. Anderson
K. J. Markling
M. T. Mortensen
J. R. Rasmusson
T. A. Witschen

SR0' Candid'ates

G. F. Holmstadt
D. E. Nevinski
M. A. Perry
D. D. Tilly
W. P. Walker III

2. Examiners

Larry Dimmock, NRC Chief Examiner
David Graves, EG8G Idaho
Dale Hill, EG8G Idaho
Craig Dodd, EG&G Idaho '

- 3. At the conclusion of the written examinations, the examiners met with
Eric Sopkin, Michael Ladd, Don Whitcomb, Gene Earney, Bob McGillic,
and Doug Antony'of the Training and Operations Departments to review
the written examination and answer keys. As a result of this meeting,
question 3.02c was deleted and the points distributed in parts a and b.
Question 8.05 was deleted during grading by the grading examiner.

Several questions, answers, or references received comments from the
utility during the review. Several were minor in nature and resolved
during the review. Others were none significant and taken into
consideration during grading. All comments and resolution will be
mentioned later in this' report.

4. Exit Meeting - At the conclusion of the site visit, the examiners met
with representatives of the plant and corporate training department <

to discuss results of the examination. Those individuals who clearly
passed the oral and/or simulator examinations were identified.
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QUESTIONS DELETED FROM WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS

Question 3.02.c For the Control Room Ventilation Inlet Air Monitor,
indicate what type of radiation detector is used and
what automatic actions occur, if any, on a trip of
the system. Exclude alarms and annunciators.

- Answer: G-M detector (0.33). Initiates automatic closure of the
control room outside air inlet damper (0.5).

Reference: Process Radiation Monitors pp 7, 34, 41

Reason for The control room radiation monitor mentioned is no longer
Deletion: used. Replaced by EFT ventilation modification.

Reference provided.

Question 8.05 Concerning reportable event notification, what are the (2.5)
differences between an IMMEDIATE NRC notification
(10 CFR 50.72) and a PROMPT NRC notification with written
followup (Technical Specification).

Answer: Immediate: NRC notified within one hour. Prompt: NRC
notified within 24 hours by telephone and confirmed by
telegraph, mailgram, or facsimile transmission to the NRC
Regional Administrator no later than the first working day
following the event, with a written followup within two weeks.

Reference: MNGP T.S., pp 250, 10 CFR 50.72 (9/30/83)

Reason for 10 CFR 50.72 also supercedes the plant's Technical Specifications
Deletion: that are to be used for comparison. Therefore, the question,

as asked, was inappropriate and confusing to the candidates.
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DETAILED EXAM REVIEW COMMENTS, AND THEIR RESOLUTION

1.01.b Utility reviewers provided alternative values that may show up in
candidates' answers.

Agree - Reference was provided showing differing values.

l'.05.b Reviewers noted that likely answers may include."to avoid exceeding'

PCIOMR limits" and "to avoid localized flux peaking".

Agree - with "to avoid localized flux peaking". This answer was
accepted.

Disagree - With "to prevent exceeding PCIOMR limit". Power was
changed per the question prior to implementation of PCIOMR
guidelines, therefore this answer was not accepted.

1.09.b Utility noted that pump will be started under a full load type
situation resulting in extended high motor amperage (high motor
power).

Agree - Meaning of reviewes answer and key answer very similar.

1.09.c Cavitation should also be accepted as a correct answer.

A ree - References provided.J
2,03.c Utlity provided answer that could be given depending on what candidate

assumed prior to answering, (see attached comments).

Agree - This answer would still indicate that candidates' level of
knowledge was adequate on that topic.

2.08.a Utility noted that the permissives are only for the drywell spray
valves.

Agree - Noted but would not affect grading due to the way the
question was asked. Was available for clarification if the
need came up.

2.09.a The vacuum breakers start to open at 0.25 psid and must be full open
at 0.5 psid.

Agree - Accepted anything less than 1.0 psid as correct.

3.02.c The question was deleted and points incorporated into parts a and b.

3.03.b Utility provided clarification for EPR switch controls. Also
provided alternative answer of lowering MPR setpoint such that it
controls pressure.

Agree - Clarification of control noted and alternative answer accepted.
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3.03'c. ' Utility' felt answers may' include that EPR is used for turbine -.

startup per C.1, pps 39,'40..

Agree (-Questionwasaskingforgeneral' answer. . Answer provided'
.was very:. specific.: Willing to accept this as acceptable
answer.'

: 3.04.~ a Accept Wide Range' Gas Monitor as' initiation signal for SBGTS.

Agree'- Reference provided.-

|3.04.b Clarification provided 'and referenced for actions occurring on
test of SBGT'

.

Agree and accepted.

3.07.b ' Utility. stated candidates'are not. required to memorize instrument
numbers.. Question was not specific enough to elicit only the
answer key response. Candidates could' explain Yarway or GEMAC

~
_

1

instrument.and still feel question was answered properly.

Agree - Will accept' explanation for either type : instrument. '

4.09.b Must'also be an Emergency Team Member should be accepted as an
'

answer also.

Agree - Reference provided.

5.04 Same as 1.01.b

-6.02.b To provide unnecessary throttling and possible cutting of valve seat
on the Dump FCV~(CV-2403)'. |

t

Agree - Reference provided.

6.03.a ' Accept -47" or -48" in addition to 6'7" above TAV.

Agree - Reference provided.

6.08.a- Same as 3.04.a.
,

6.08.b Same as 3.04.b.

.7,01.b Provided other times when TIP scans should be run.

Agree - Reference provided.

7.02.c Utility thinks 3 should'be an acceptable answer as well as answer key
answer.

Agree 1 Reference ~provided.

,
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'7.03.d Accept -47" or -48" as Low-Low level.

. Agree

7.05.b- Utility states answer #1 is not a single pump operating limitation
but a limitation for starting a second pump.

Agree

7.09.c. . Delete. No question 7.09c

~8.05 Deleted by grader. That portion of the T.S. no longer applicable
making question confusing to candidate.

8.07.b' Accept Operations Superintend'ent instead of D. Antony.

Agree.

8.09.a Provided other acceptable answer.

Agree - Reference provided.

Comment on~Section 8 question regarding Emergency Exposure rejected. .There is no
Section 8 question on Emergency Exposure.

o u u
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY IOMMISSION'

REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE ~ EXAMINATION

FACILITY _NOWIICELLO______________

REACTOR TYPEt _BWE_____________________

DATE-ADMINISTEREDt_Bd206/24________________
,

EXAMINERt _GBeWESA_D.______________

APPLICANT! _________________________

INSIEUCIIDMS ID_eEELIC&WII

Use swearate paper for the answeru. Write answers un une side univ.
StarIn uuvstion sheet un tup of the answer shvets. Points for each
cuestion are indicated in rarentheses after the uuestion. The ruusins
drade reuuires at least 70% in voch catedurw and a final urade of at

least 80%. Examination Paperu Will be Picked UP uix (6) houPU Ufter
the wxamination, starts.

% OF
CATEGORY % OF APPLICANT'S CATEGORY
__UALUE. _IDIAL ___ SCORE ___ _WALUE__ ______________C&IEDDEY_____________

.25.00__ .25.00 ________ 1. PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR POWER___________

PLANT OPERA 1 ION, THERMODYNAMICS,
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW

_25.00__ _25.00 ________ 2. PLANT DESIGN INCLUDING SAFETY___________

AND EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

_25.00__ .25.00 ..-______ 3. INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS___________

.25.00__ _25.00 ________ 4. PROCEDURES - NORMALe ABHORMAL,___________

EMERGENCY AND RADIOLOGICAL
CONTROL

100.00. 100.00 ________ TOTALS___________

FINAL GRADE _________________%

011 work done un this enemination is au own. I have neither
civen nur received aid.

___________________________________

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

l
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QUESTION 1.01 (2.00)

A. Excess reactivitw is iriitiallu loaded into the reactor to compensate
for Koff decreasirig from BOL to EOL. Give two (2) reasons whu Keff
.will decrease at various times from BOL to EOL. (1.0)

B. For a Period of time durinu core life, Keff will actuallu increase
(become more reactive). Give two (2) reasons for the core
becoming more reactive. (1.0)

GUESTION 1.02 (2.00)

A. Whw is the slowing down time for a deluwed neutron leuu than
that for a prompt neutron 7 (1.0)

B. Does the diffusion time differ for a prompt und delawed

neutron? If so explain. (1.0)

GUESTION 1.03 (1.00)
,

Selvet the word (s) i ts the eurenthesis that will make the below
statement correct and EXPLAIN wour choice.

For the same change ire moderator temperaturce the chande at a
higher temerature will add (ti O R E , LESS, THE SAME) neuutive
reactivitw than for the name temperature change ut a lower.

temperature. Assume rio voidinu existu. (1.0)

DUESTION 1.04 (2.00)

A. Power is increased from 40% to 50% bu iriervasinu recirculation
flow. HOW and WHY does the steadu utute recuative reactivitw'

i contribution due to voidu charige betwevri these two power levels?

EXPLAIN. (1.0)

B. If the change was from 90% to 100%, HOW and WHY would it affect'

the MAGNITUDE of the change discussed in part (a) above? (1.0)

:

|
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QUESTION 1.05 (1.00) 8

During-high Power operations (>60%), WHY is it more desirable
to change pow &P With recirculation flow than With control
rods?. (1.0)

GUESTION 1.06 (1.50)

Using the Steam Tables, match the followinc conditions (a-c)
with the term that identifies those conditions:

a. 550 Fe 978.13 Psia 1. uuturation
b. 544 Fe 995.22 Psia 2e Subcooled
c. 400 Fe 235.83 Psia 3. SuPerheated (1.5)

GUESTION 1.07 (2.00)

Give two (2) reasons whw nucleate boilind is a better heat transfer
cechanism than natural convection. (2.0)

GUESTION 1.08 (2.00)
.

Your reactor has Just scrammed from extended full Power operation.

Ten (10) hours later couldown iG ComPletWe and the SDM iG measured
.i t tha+ timw to be 1% k/h. Describe the changes, if unue to the SDM

for the NEXT 20 hours. (Include in wour discuuuion anu adverse
conditions). (2.0)

DUESTION 1.09 (3.00)

Give ONE undesirable result for each of the followins.(Be more
crecific than ' Pump failure *):

A. Operating a centrifugal Pump for eHtended PeriodG of time
with thw discharge valve shut. (1.0)

B. Starting a centrifugal Pump with the diceharde valve full
open. (1.0)

C. OPeriting a motor driven Pump under ' PUMP RUNOUT' conditions. (1.0)

-

_
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-GUESTION 1.10 (3.00)

Cssume the reactor is operating at 100% Power and one recirculation
pump tries. Indicate how vach liuted indicated Parameter would first
change (Increase or Decrease) and brieflu explain whw the change
cccurs.

' fa . reactor Power (1.0)
~

B. reactor wcter level (1.0)

C. feedwater flow (1.0)

GUESTION 1.11 (1.50)

For wech condition (u-d) diven below, indicate whether it will cause
an INCREASEe a DECREASE, or have NO EFFECT on CRITICAL POWER:

a. Increasing fuel bundle flow (0.5)

b. Increasing coolant Pressure (0.5)

*

c. Increasing inlet subcuolind (0.5)

QUESTION 1.12 (2.00)

A. What is one disadvantude of condenuate depreunion? (0.5)

B. How does increased condensate deprescion offect condenuate Pumr
net Positive suction hvad? (0.5)

C. Give two (2) examples of how condensate derreuuion can be

increased. (1.0)

GUESTION 1.13 (2.00)

' Three (3) minutes followind a resetor scram from hiuh Powere indicated
reactor Power is 75 on runde 4 und ducreasing.

f a. What will INDICATED Power be one (1) minute later?
| (Show calculations) (1.0)
|

j b. Explain whw Power dverecued ut thin rate. (1.0)

|
t
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OUESTION 2.01 (3.00)

A. The a'ddition of the High Densitw Fuel Storade Sustem Modulen has
increased the hwat loadinsJin the Fuel Storade Pool. HOW mov the
normal Fuw1 Poul Cooling be suPP1&mWnt&d durind Periods of high

(1.0)of excessive hwat loads? ,

B. What are three (3) methods to Provide emergencu makeup to the
Fuel Pool Cooline sustem? Include which is' LEAST desirable and'

WHY. (2.0)

, .

. i, 9

QUESTION 2.02 A3.00)

During a reactor scramt

a. WHY does the on line flow control valve in the Control Rod
Drive Hwdraulic Swstem 90 to its Minimum Pouition und WHY
is this DESIRABLE 7 (1.5)

b. HOW would a control rod reurund if its HCU serum inlet valve
sticks shut with thw serum outivt volve oPen? (Conuider reactor
erwssure both (1) high ut 1000 psid und (2) low ut 300 Psid
in vour answer) (1.5)

DUESTION 2.03 (3.50)
.

The Core Spraw Swstem receiveu a valid initiation uidnul. One
rump fails"to startt

a. WHY must that core serau loop be isolated? (1.0)

b. HOW is the isolation accomplished (be seecific)? (1.5)

c. If the swstem were to be manuallu ihitiatede WHY muut the
outboard isolution volve be opened first? (1.0)

|
|

1
4

k

.I' y

8
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GUESTION 2.04 (2.00)

Power is lost to CV-1478, which controls the Plant instrument

Pneumatic swstem air to the MSIV'u und the Auto Preuuure Relief
Valve Operators inside the drvwell.

. ~

c. HOW does this affect the operation of the HSIV'u? (1.0)

b. HOW does this affect the relief valve's abilitu to lift
on overpressure? (1.0)

OUESTION 2 05 (3.50)

A. How is the HPCI Turbine exhaunt line protected adainst
overpressure? (Identifw two mounce include setpoints). (1.5)

B. Identifw which of the following are direct HPCI turbine trips
and which are HPCI sustem iuolutions (2.0)

1. HPCI steam line low pressure

2. Reactor high water level
3. Pump suction low pressure

4. HPCI steam line crea hiuh temperature

OUESTION 2.06 (2.00)

* BLEEDER TRIP VALVES on the extraction uteum/feedwater heater
owstem are designed to prevent reverse flow of stuum from a

feed heater to the turbine. EXPLAIN what would couve this
reverse flow and WHY is it undesirable? (2.0)

DUESTION 2.07 (3.00)

A. The Steam Swaling Suutem provides scalind for what components?

(4 reuuired) (2.0)

8. WHY is a Steam Seal Swstem nuevuuurw? (1.0)
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GUESTION 2.08 (2.50)
s

A. What conditions or interlocks must be satisfied to initiate
Containment Seraw followind a LPCI initiation? Indicate
which conditions / interlocks can be buvassede.if unu. (1.5)

~ iiere does the Containment SPraw discharde to (2 areas reuuired,WB.
include how the sprau is diUPerced)? (1.0)

DUESTION 2.09 (2.50)

A. Two sets of vacuum breaker valves are Provided on the Primaru
containment. One set relieves from the ___?___ to the ___?___.

The other set relieves from the ___?___ to the ___?___. The set-

Points for each set is ___?___ and ___?___ resPectivelu. (2.0)

B. Whw are these vacuum breakers reuuired? (.5)

.

I

t
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DUESTION 3.01 (3.00)

Explain how RCIC turbine sreed is controlled following an automatic
initiation signal. Begin with the steem admission valve shut and
continue until the swstem is injecting at rated flow. Include
what signal is controlling srewd initiallw and at rated flow. (3.0)

GUESTION 3.02 (3.00)

For each of the Radiation Honitoring Swstems below, indicate
what TYPE OF RADIATION DETECTOR is used and what AUTOHA11C ACTIONS
occur, if anw, on a trip of the sustem. Exclude alarms and annuneictors.

a. Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor
b. RBCCW Radiation Monitor (3.0)
c. Control Room Ventilation Inlet Air Monitor

QUESTION 3.03 (2.00)

A. Where does the EPR/HPR sense steCm Pressure? (0.5)
B. If the EPR fails during Power overction, how maw it be removed

from service? (1.0)
C. Whw is the HPR used during turbine startups and shutdowns

instead of the EPR? (0.5)

*0UESTION 3.04 (1.50)

a. What conditions (list four) will automa ti ca119 initiate the
Standbw Gas Treatment swstem? (1.0)

6. How is a SGTS swstem ' Test' different from an ' auto initiation"?
(Other than the initiating event). (0.5)

|
i

|
-. . _ - . - . - . -,
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DUESTION 3.05 (3.00)

Regarding the LPCI LOOP SELECT LOGIC 8
,

c. HOW does the logic determine how manw recire rumrs are
. running? (1.0)

b. HOW does the logie determine which is the UNDAMAGED recire (1.5)
loop?

c. If the logic deterniines that neither loop is domuded, WHICH
LOOP WILL IT SELECT for LPCI injection? (0.5)

DUESTION 3.06 (2.50)

A. What are two (2) plant sustems or ComPonRnts that receive rod
Position information from the RPIS, OTHER THAN the full core
and 4 rod group displaws? (1.0)

B. What action occurs autoniaticallw upon receipt of an RPIS IHOP7 (1.0)

C. With a selected rod at notch position 18, and its 02 notch rosition
reed switch stuck shute what will the 4 rod grour displaw indicate
'for the selected rod's position? (0.5)

.

00ESTION 3.07 (3.00)

A. The reactor water level control custem is programmed to provide
a deviation from setpoint as a function of steam flow. As steam
flow changes frosi ___?___% to ___?___%, the Prodrammer changes

the level setPoint from ___?___* to ___?___*. (1.0)

B. Explain how going from a cold operatind condition to a hot
operating condition affects INDICATED reactor water level (LT 52 A&B).
How is this effect minimized? (2.0)

|
i

i

|
1

l
. _ .
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'GUESTION 3.08 (3.50)

A. What automatic actions occur directlw as a result of an ATWS
swstem trir? Be specific. (2 reuuired) (2.0)

B. .How is the ATWS trip on low-low level Prevented from affecting
the ECCS performance (level transient from the ATWS trip (0.5)

affecting the ECCS actuating levels)?

C. How maw the ATWS trip swstem be actuatede other than the low
level trie mentioned above? (1.0)

QUESTION 3.09 (3.50)

A. What are four (4) conditions that will simultaneouslu remove all
LPRM inputs to a RBM channel? (1.0)

B. What two (2) Purposes does the .cference APRM ucrve to a RBM
(1.0)channel?

C. Which APRM is associated with each RBM channel'(au the reference
APRM)? (1.0)

D. How can another APRM channel be uced as a reference APRM if the
Primarw reference APRM fails? (0.5)

.

. - - - -,
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RADIOLOGICAL _CONIROL

I

QUESTION .4.01 (3.00) i

What is the reason for each of the following erceautions Pertaining
to the RHR (a and b) and Main Steam (c) sustems?

.

a. When starting the RHR Pumps in the shutdown coolind mode, the
Pumps should not be run With the discharde valve closed for
extended Periods of t i nie . (1.0)

b. Do not control the rate of reactor cooldown durind the shutdown
cooling mode of RHR bw alternate 1w stoPrind and starting the
RHR Service Water Pumps. (1.0)

c. Before closins a MSIV for testinda reactor rower must be
reduced to 75%. (1.0)

GUE3 TION 4.02 (1.00)

The VIBRATION and ECCENTRICITY recorder indicates a marked deviation
from the characteristic eccentricitu Pattern durind a turbine startuP.

a. This is indicative of WHAT CONDITION? (0.5)

b. What two (2) actions should be Performed immediate19? (0.5)

.

QUESTION 4.03 (3.50)

A. How is a control rod drive electrical 19 disarnied? (1.0)

B. What are two (2) instances a control rod drive would be electrically
disarmed? (1.5)

C. If more than ___?___ non-fullu inserted rods are inoperable, the
reactor should be shutdown using WHAT HETHOD? (1.0)

DUESTION 4.04 (3.50)

The reactor is operating at high Power when one recirculation Pump
trips. What actions should be taken and WHY (also assume the lower
seal temperature increases to 193 degrees F). (3.5)

. - _ . - - - - --
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RADIOLOGICAL CONIEDL

.

QUESTION 4.05 (3.00)

Explain Whw on a loss of stator coolind from 100% Powere there is
insufficient time to reduce Power enoudh bw insertind control rods
to Prevent a reactor scram on high reactor Pressure. Include times
and values in wour answer as appropriate. Also include how Power
is reduced per '.h e Procedure. (3.0)

GUESTION 4.06 (2.50)

Concerning operation of the RWCU (Reactor Water Cleanup) sustem;

a. Whw are wou cautioned to closelv monitor cleanur water
temperature to the filter /demins during reactor utartue? (1.0)

b. Whw must the filter /demins be MANUALLY isolated Pris1' to
starting backwashind and precoatind? (1.5)

QUESTION 4.07 (2.50)

A condition in the control room reuuires immediate evacuation.
No actions are taken Prior to the evacuation.

a. How is the reactor scrammed in this case? (1.0)

b. How is the scram verified? (1.0),

c. If a relief valve is actuated bu using the appropriate JumPerp
how long should the operator Wait (minimum) Prior to reoPenind
the relief valve? (0.5)

i

OUESTION 4.08 (4.00)

A. Followind a Pipe break inside the PrimaPU containmente.is is

Permissible to exceed the maximum reactor couldown rute if it ,

|appears that WHAT CONDITION will be exceeded? (1.0)

B. What are four (4) available hidh Pressure sustoms that can be used to
trw and maintsin reactor vessel level followind the LOCA? (1.0)

l C. If vessel level cannot be maintained bu the high Pressure sustemst
what two (2) conditions should be verified Prior to usind the TURBINE

| BYPASS VALVES and main condenser to deeressurize the reactor? (2.0) |

|
|

!
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..

QUESTION 4.09 .(2.00)

A. What-is the m a >:i niu ni allowable essergeriew whole bodu e>:Posure
for a worker.to receive (reer the unierseries e>:rousure duidelines,
.A.2-401) in each of the following situations *

1. Perf ormites s,earch ar.d r e aso v a l of injured roersonnel from a
'high radiation area? (0.5)

'2. Personnel decon ta niina ti on? (0.5)

B. What are three (3) conditions / considerations that should be met /made
Prior to allowing the above e>:r ocu re? (1.0)
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EQUATZON SHEET
.

_

f = ma v = s/t Cycle efficiency = (Net work
cut)/(Energy in)

2
w = mg s = Y,c + 1/2 at

.

E = mc-
2 A=Ae**-

KE = 1/2 mv a = (Vf - V )/t A = tri g
o

'PE = mgn*

* = e/t x = In2/t1/2 = 0.693/t1/2Vf = V, + at
1/2'" " U SMYt2-

W = v AP n0A= [(t I * II }3
4 1/2 b

2 = 931 sn -Ex
-

m=V Aog ,

. .

Q = mCpat

6 = UA t. T
I=Ie"*g-

Pwr = W,ah I=I 10-*/ M
n

TVL = 1.3/u
sur(t) HVL = -0.693/u-P = P,10

P = P,e*/I
SUR = 25.06/T SCR = 5/(1 - K,ff)

CR = S/(1 - K,ffx)x
.

SUR = 26o/t= + (3 - o)T CR)(1 - K,ff)) = CR (I ~ keff2)2

T = (t=/o) + [(a - py Io] M = 1/(1 - K,ff) = CR)/CR,

T = 1/(o - a) M = (1 - K,ffa)/(1 - K,ff))'

T = (a - o)/(Is) SCM = ( - K ,ff)/K ,ff
t* = 10 seconcsa = (X ,ff-l)/K,ff = AK,ff/K,ff
I = 0.1 seconds-

o = [(t*/(T K,ff)] + [I,ff (~i + IT)]/

I)d) = I d
| P = (E4V)/(3 x 1010) I)d) 2 ,2 27d22

2
R/hr = (0.5 CE)/d (meters)I = eN
R/hr = 6 CE/d2 (f,,g)

.

Water Parameters Miscellaneous Conversions

10
1 gal. = 8.345 lem. I curie = 3.7 x 10 dps i

i ga'. = 3.78 liters 1 kg = 2.21 lbm
3 Stu/nr1 ft" = 7.48 gal. 1 np = 2.54 x 10

Density = 62.4 lbm/ft3 1 mw = 3.41 x 100 5tu/hr
,

Density = 1 gm/c.3 lin = 2.54 cm,

Heat of vaporization = 970 Btu /lem *F = 9/5'C + 32
Heat of fusion = 144 Stu/lbm 'C = 5/9 (*F-32)
1 Atm = 14.7 psi = 29.9 in. Hg. 1 BTU = 778 ft-lbf
I ft. H O = 0.4335 lbf/in.2

--- - - . - - . . _- -_ _ _ _ _ __ _ , _ }
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TEST CROSS REFERENCE PAGE 1 l
-.

CUESTION VALUE REFERENCE-
________ ______ __________

01.01 2.00 DNG0000176
01.02 2.00 DNG0000178
01.03 .1.00 DNG0000179
01.04 2.00 DNG0000180
01.05 1.00 DNG0000182
01.06 1.50 DNG0000183
.01.07 . 2.00 DNG0000184
01.08 2.00 DNG0000185
01.09 3.00 DNG0000205
01.10 3.00 DNG0000206
01.11 1.50 DNG0000207
-01.12 2.00 DNG0000208
01.13 2.00 DNG0000209

______

25.00

02.01 3.00 DNG0000167
02.02 3.00 DNG0000168
02.03 3.50 DNG0000169
02.04 2.00 DNG0000170
02.05 3.50 DNG0000171
02.06 2.00 DNG0000172
02.07 3.00 DNG0000173
02.08 2.50. DNG0000174
02.09 2.50 DNG0000175

______

25.00

03.01 3.00 DNG0000186
03.02 3.00 DNG0000188
03.03 2.00 DNG0000289
03.04 1.50 DNG0000190

*03.05 3.00 DNG0000191
03.06 2.50 DNG0000192
03.07 3.00 DNG0000193
03.08 3.50 DNG0000194
03.09 3.50 DNG0000195

______

25.00

04.03 3.00 DNG0000196
04.02 1.00 DNG0000197
04.03 3.50 DNG0000198
04.04 3.50 DNG0000199
04.05 3.00 DNG0000200
04.06 2.50 DNG0000201
04.07 2.50 DNG0000202
04.08 4.00- DNG0000203
04.09 2.00 DNG0000204

______

| 25.00
| ______

|
______

l 100.00
i

l
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14__ERINCIELES DE_WUCLEAR_EDWER_ELeWI_DEEBeIIDWA PAGE 14 ;

IWERMODYWAMICSz_WEeI_IRANSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW

. ANSWERS - MONTICELLO -84/06/26-CRAVES, D.*

VEER ~0?Y
ANSWER 1.01- (2.00)

A. .Keff decreases due to fission-Product buildup E0.53 and fuel
burnuP CO.53. (1.0)

B. Burnable Poison is burning out(.5) and Pu-239 is building in
(.5). (1.0)

,

REFERENCE
NEUTRON KINETICS LP, es 12

ANSWER 1.02 (2.00)

A. Delswed neutrons are born at lower energies thus rouuiring
fewer collisions to become thermalized. (1.0)

B. NO, thew are the same. (1.0)

REFERENCE
NEUTRON KINETICS, PA 28

ANSWER 1.03 (1 00)
>

More(.25) Densitw change of water Per degree is greater
at higher temperatures (.75) (1.0)

REFERENCE
BWR INNERENT REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS LP, Ps 8

ANSWER 1.04 (2.00)

A. To return to steadw state at 50%, reactivitu must return
to 0. r' art of the negative contribution that terminates

'the Power rise is due to the Doppler Coefficient. The negative
contribution due to voids can not be as large at 50% as at 40%. (1.0) !

B. The change would be smaller (.5), because the magnitude of the
Doppler Coefficient is less at higher temperature (.5) (1.0)

,

I

l

-- - - .. _ .
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,.1.__ERINCIELES_DE_WUCLE AR_EDWER_EL' eWI_DEEE AIION A PAGE 15
,IWERMODYWAHICSa_WEeI_IRANSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.
,

REFERENCE
BWR INHERENT REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS, og 28

ANSWER' 1.05 (1.00)

Changing Power With recirculation flow ChDndes total core Power
while keeping the flux Profile relative 19 unchanded. (1.0)

REFERENCE
REACTOR PHYSICS TRANSIENT ANALYSIS LP, es 14

ANSWER 1.06 (1.50)

a. 3
b. 1

c. 3 (.5 each) (1.5)

REFERENCE .

STEAM TABLES

ANSWER 1.07 (2.00)

1. The bubbles serve to stir uP and aditate the stadnunt fluid
film, improving the thermal Conductivitu of the film.(1.0)

,

2. As the fluid changes Phase, it removes more heat than is
Posuible bw natural convection (1.0) (2.0)

REFERENCE
GE THERMODYNAMICS HT 1 FF, eu 9-8

ANSWER 1.08 (2.00)

If the reactor was shut down bw 1% k/k au measured at the time of
Peak xenon, then SDM will decrease au xenon decaws. Since xenon
(Peak) is greater than the 1% k/k, a inadvertent criticalitu could |

result. (2.0) |

REFERENCE
-BWR Technologw EDH-308

_ __ _ . . . _ . - _ .
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1 __ERINCIELES_DE_NUCLEAE_EDWER_ELeNI_DEEEeIIDN2 PACE 16
IWERHDDYWeHICSa_WEAI_IRANSEER_AND_ELUID_ELOW

ANSWERS -- HDNTICELLD -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

|

ANSWER 1.09 (3.00) i

A. Thy Pump will eventual 19 add a sufficient amount of heat to the |

fluid to cause cavitation. Also will'accert overheatind of the {
pump. (1.0) i

!

B' . Could cause excessive 1w long starting currents or water hammer
if the downstream Piping Was not filled. (1.0) ,

C. Causes excessive motor ames to be drawn and the hidh current
.could cause damage to the motor windings. (1.0)

REFERENCE
GE THERHD HT 1 FF Ps 7-123, 124

ANSWER 1.10 (3.00)

A. Decrease (.5) due to increased void content in the core au flow
decreases (.5). (1.0)

B. Increase (.34) due to increased voiding in the core (.33) and
recire Pump no lander takind a Suction on t'? annuluu(.33) (1.0)

C. Decrease (.34) due to steam flow decrease (.33) und level
increase (.33) (1.0)

.

REFERENCE
BWR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

ANSWER 1.11 (1.50)

c. Increases (0.5)

b. Decreases (0.5)

c. Increases (0.5)

REFERENCE
Thermodwnamics, Heat Transfer und Fluid Flow

Ps. 9-85 to 9-89

\

|
_ _ _ - - - .._- _. _ .. - _ , . . . . _ .-
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1.__ERINCIELES_DE_WUCLEAR_EDWER_ELeWI_DEEReIIONa PAGE 17
IHERHODXWeUICSa_WEAI_IReWSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW

IANSWERS -- HONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

ANSWER 1.12 (2.00).

c. Plant efficienew is ceduced (0.5)

b. NPSH increases (0.5)

c. Reduce turbine loade Increase cire water flow, raise condenser
PreSSurer Decrease Circ Water temp.P Increase hotwell level. CAF
(2 reuuired) (1.0)

REFERENCE
GE Thermodwnamics, Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow

ANSWER 1.13 (2.00)

a. USing P = Po e to the t/T then P =- 75 e to 60/-80
P = 75 e to -0.75 = 35 on Runde 4 [1.03

b. After the initial prompt droPP FUWer Cannut decrease fauter than
the longest lived delaued neutron aPreers, which has about a
55.6 uec half life.[1.03

REFERENCE
GE reactor fundamentals

. _ _ _ . - - - . _ - . .. ~ _ _ _- ,-.- _ . _ . __.
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.24__ELANI_ DESIGN _ INCLUDING _SeEEIY_eND_EHEEGENCY_SYSIEMS PAGE 18

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

ANSWER 2.01 (3.00)

A. The Fuel Pool Cooling Sustem maw be tied to the RHR Sustem
.tp assist cooling. (1.0)

B. -Filter /demin backwash connection (.5)
-condensate service station (.5)
-fire hose station (.5)

fire hose station is least desirable because it is untreated
river water (.5) (2.0)

REFERENCE
FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM, Pg 9e54

ANSWER 2.02 (3.00)

a. The flow controller sees a high flow from the flow element
which is sensing charging flow to the accumulators (.75).
This directs most of the Pump discharge to recharge the

scram accumulators faster (.75) (1.5)

b. 1. At high reactor Pressure the rod will still scrum but at

slower rate than normal (.75)
2. At low reactor Pressure the control rod would not scram (.75) (1.5)

REFERENCE.

CRD HYDRAULIC SYSTEM, B.1.3

ANSWER 2.03 (3.50)

a. To maintain Primarw containment integritw (1.0)

l
'b. Close the inboard isolation velve(.5), Position the outboard

isolation valve bwPass switch to bwPass(.5), then close the !

outboard isolation valve (.5) (1.5)

c. The outboard valve can't be opened if the inboard isolation
valve is open without an automatic initiation signal. (1.0)

REFERENCE
,

! CORE SPRAY, em 4a
1

I

|*

|
.

i-

,
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2.__EleWI.DESIGW_ INCLUDING _SAEEIY_AND_EHEEGENCY_SYSIEBS PAGE 19

ANSWERS - -HONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

I

!

ANSWER ~ 2.04 (2.00)

a. The inboard MSIV's will go shut on loss of cir. (1.0)

.

b. The relief valves will still operate on overrressure. Air
is not reauired for an overpressure actuation. (1.0)

REFERENCE
MAIN STEAM

ANSWER 2.05 (3.50)

A. 1. Rupture.dics on the e> haust line(.6) at 175 ruid(.15)
2. Turbine trip (.6) at 150 psig(.15) (1.5)

B. 1. Isolation
2. Turbine trip

3. Turbine trip

4. Isolation (.5 each) (2.0)

REFERENCE
HPCI SYSTEM

. ANSWER 2.06 (2.00)

On a turbine tripe the entire turbine drops to a low rressure.
This low Pressure causes the hot condensate in the feed heater
to flash to steams forcind the steam back into the turbine (1.0).
This could cause turbine overspeeding(1.0). (2.0)

REFERENCE
CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER: Pu 0014

.

|

|
|

!

--. . .
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24__fLeWI_DESIDW_ INCLUDING _SAEEIY_eWD_EHEEGENCY_SYSIEBS PAGE 20

~ ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

ANSWER 2.07 (3.00)

main turbine shaftA. -

. . stem sealing for the control vlaves
stem sealing for the bweass valves-

stem sealing for the intermediate valves-

- stem sealing for the stoe. valves (4 reuuired at .5 each)

B. Prevents air leakade into the condenser (.5) und prevents
radioactive steam outleakage to the atmosphere (.5) (1.0)

REFERENCE
TURBINE SYSTEM, Ps B.6.1-39,40

4

ANSWER 2.08 (2.50)

A. -reactor water Ivvel must be > 2/3 core height (.5)
-DW Pressure > 1 Psig(.5)

-the low reactor water level nicu be buPassed(.5) (1.5)

B. 2 spraw ring becders in the DW(.5)
1 spraw ring hecder in the Torus (.5)

(number of sPraw rinds not recuired) (1.0)

4

REFERENCE
RHR SYSTEM, pg 4,14 15

.

ANSWER 2.09 (2.50)

A. Torus to the Drwwell (.8)
Reactor Building Atmosphere to the Torus (.8)
0.5 Psid and 10' water (.4)

B. The Primarv Containment is not designed for a negative Pressure
,

differential. (.5)

REFERENCE
Primarw Containment Pd 30,31

|

.
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3.__IWSIEUBENIS_AND_CONIROLS PAGE 21 i

ANSWERS --- HONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

ANSWER 3.01 (3.00)

Whers the steam admission valve starts to open(.375), a rump denerator
is triggered (.375). A low sidrial selector selects whichever signal
is lower (.375), either the flow signal or the ranie denerator(.375).
This signal is compared to actual tu r b i rle speed (.375) and a signal
is denerated to be serit to the control valve actuator to adjust tu:-bine
speed becordinglw(.375). The rume denerator siunal will be the
controlling signal (.375) until the flow controller output drops
below it. At rated flow, the flow siunal will be the controlling
signal (.375). (3.0)

REFERENCE
RCIC Swstem es 7arb

ANSWER 3.02 (3.00)

. f.
a. Ion chamber (0 33). Initiates a reactor serum (0.4'), Group 1

closure (0. Ape siechanical vacuum eume stors(0 15e and

mechanical"vacuuni Pume litre suctiori valve shutu(0.lf
b. Scintillation detector (0.$3). No automatic actionu(0.5)
e, ---G-M -de tec to r-44 43 ) . !*4 t i ; t c ., cutomatie-elesu+e M-the-corit rol

rece e e t t i4e---e4+-inim i- d ampa r (.O. 5 ) ,J . I ' (3.0)

REFERENCE
Process Radiation Monitors ed 7,34,41.

ANSWER 3.03 (2.00)

A. Pressure is sensed at the averadind manifold between the
steam lines and the tu rb i rie stoe valves. (0.5)

B. OFF is selected on the ON/0FF switch for the EPR in the control
room. (1.0)

C. The MPR has a wider range of control (0.5)

REFERENCE
Main Steam Pressure Control ed 2,3

.

b

. - , - . , - - -
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PAGE 22 )
+ 3 __-INSIRUMEWIS_CWD. COWIE 0LS

'

ANSWERS _--'HONTICELLD -84/06/26-GRAVESr.D.

ANSWER 3.04 (1.50)

s. 1. Reactor Building ventilation Plenum high radiation
.24 Refueling floor radiation
3. Drwwell Pressure
4. Low reactor water level (1.0)(4 reuuired 9 .25 each)

b. .The Partial Group II iGolation will not occur in the ' test" mode. (0.5)

REFERENCE EDH-324
MNGP Vol. B.4.2-9,12

ANSWER 3.05 (3.00)

a. Bw monitoring the differential Pressure across each recirC Pump
for a 2 Psid or greater dP, indicating the Pump in running. (1.0)

b. 59 comparing the Pressure In the riEer Pipes on one PeCirC loop
with the Pressure in the riser Fires of the other loop. The
undamaged loop will have a higher Prescure than the damaged loor. (1.5)

(0.5)
c. Loop 412

REFERENCE.

MNGP Des. Manuale B.3.4 - 10 1 11.

ANSWER 3.06 (2.50)

(1.0)-
a. RWM and Process computer

(1.0)
b. Rod selvet block (0.5)
c .- DisPlaw Will indicate 02 and 18

REFERENCE

|
RPIS PM 1,8,11

|

_ _ ._. _ _ _ . ._ ._. __ _ . _ .. . _ __. _ _ _ .,
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,3 __IWSIEUMEWIS_CND_COMIROLS-,

.

' ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

.

ANSWER 3.07 (3.00)

c. 10% to 100%
(1.0)40' to 37'

~(0.25 each)
b. As the reactor heats uPr the densitw of the water in the vessel

decreases (0.5). The densitu of the water in the reference les
remains fairlw constant (0.5). The net result of the.densitw
change is a lowering in indicated level (0.5) due to the increase
in sensed dP. To minimize the effects the level signal is
summed with a reactor Pressure signal (0.5). (2.0)

REFERENCE
Reactor Level Control Pg 4,8

ANSWER 3.08 (3.50)

a. Both recire MG sets will have their field breakers tripped (1.0)
and the scram air header will be vented throuch the ARI valves

(2.0)causing a scram (1.0).
b. A 9 second time delaw is provided for the low-low level ATWS (0.5)

trip.'

c. Manuallw bw depressing the appropriate tWo Pushbuttons in the
control room (0.5) or high reactor vest-el Pressure (0.5). (1.0)

REFERENCE
Plant Protection Swstem, Part III ATWS'

:

ANSWER 3.09 (3.50) l

A. Edge rod selected

No rod selected
,

RBM channel buPassed
Reference APRM downscale
Null seouence-no balance

(1.0)(4 at .25 each)
B. When the reference APRM is < 10%e its associated RBM channel

is auto bwPassed(0.5). Reference APRM Provides a comparison
signal to the RBM averaging amplifier output for nu11ing(0,5). (1.0)

C. RBM channel 7 - APRM channel 3(0.5)
RBM channel 8 - APRM channel 4(0.5) (1.0)

D. Bwpassing the failed APRM automatica11w substitutes in the
backup reference APRM. (0.5)

!

I
- - --. -. - -- , ,
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36._JWSIBUBENIS_eWD_CDWIRDLS PAGE 24
.,

ANSWERS.-- MONTICELLO~ -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

. REFERENCE

. Power: Range Monitorse RBM Section

.-

i

.

t

4
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.A._ ERDCEDURES_=_NORMALa_eBWORHeLa_EHERGENCY_eND PAGE 25

RADIOLOGICeL_CONIROL

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-CRAVESe D.

ANSWER 4.01 (3.00)

a. .The minimum flow valve opens and reactor water is Pumped to
the torus. (1.0)

b. The RHR service water Pumps must be in continuous operation
to ensure no leakage of Potentia 11w radioactive water to the
RHRSW swstem. (1.0)

c. To avoid a reactor scram from high fluxe high reactor Pressures
or high flow on the remainind steam lines. (1.0)

REFERENCE
RHR B.3.4-33, Main Steam B.2 4-25

ANSWER 4.02 (1.00)

a. bowed shaft or rotor (0.5)

b. shutdown the turbine (0.25) and Place it on the turnind dear (0.25) (0.5)

REFERENCE
B.6.1 Turbine es 149

ANSWER 4.03 (3.50)
.

a. The amphenol Pluss to the directional control solenoid valves
are removed. (1.0)

b. If a rod is found to be uncoupled (.75), or a control rod cannot
be moved with control rod drive Pressure (.75) (1.5)

c. 6(0.5), using normal shutdown procedure (0.5) (1.0)

REFERENCE
CRD Hwdraulic Swstem B.1.3-62,63

ANSWER 4.04 (3.50)

Close the discharge valve (0.5) and the discharge valve buPasu(0.5) on
the tripped pump. This is to allow the Pump to StoP Und Prevent
reverse rotation (0.5). Shut the seal injection valve (0.5) to Prevent
overPressurizing the Pump (0.5) when the suction valve is shut (0.5)
to isolate the Pump (0.5). (3.5)

. _ - . _ . _ . _ . _. ,
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.

RADIOLOGICAL _COWIROL*

ANSWERS -- HONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

I

l

REFERENCE
Recirculation Swsteme Recoveru from Trip of One Pump B.1.4-51

ANSWER 4.05 (3.00)

On the loss of stator cooling, a denerator runback to 17% of rated
load occurs in 3 minutes. Allowind 15% for BPV cuPacitue the max
tolerable Power level following the runback is 32%. Ruducing"

recire flow.or tripping the recire Pumps reduces Power to " 50%
faster than driving rods. (3.0)

REFERENCE
Stator Cooling'Swstem B.6.2.4-22

i

ANSWER 4.06 (2.50)

a. RWCU high temperature isolation can occur due to lack of cooling
flow through the regenerative heat exchanger. (1.0)

b. To Prevent high Pressure reactor Water from leakind PUGt the air
operated filter /demin inlet and outlet vDives into the low press.

;
'

backwash and PreCoat PiPind. (1.5)

REFERENCE
HNGP Vol. B.2.2 EDH-334

.

ANSWER 4.07 (2.50)

a. Bu isolating and venting the scram air header manuallu. (1.0).

b. Bw observing each scram valve in the oPen Position. (1.0)

c. 10 seconds (0.5)

REFERENCE
Plant Shutdown Outside the Control Room C.4-0100,101,103

o
i

|
|

|.
|
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A.l_EROCEDURES_=_NORMALa_eBWORHALa_EHERGENCY_4WD- PAGE 27'

' RADIOLOGICAL _COWIROL'
-

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-GRAVES, D.

ANSWER 4.08' (4.00)

o. If it appears that the suppression Pool temperature Will
'eReved 160 des F. (1.0)

b. FeedwatereHPCIeRCICeCRD Hudraulics
(0.25 each) (1.0)

c. No' fuel damage exists (1.0)
A low Pressure ECCS Pump or condensate Pump is running (1.0) (2.0)

REFERENCE
C.4 Loss of Coolant Accident Pg 112e113,116

ANSWER 4 09 (2.00)

a. 1. 75 REM (0.5)
2. 3 REM (0.5) (1.0)

b. o Personnel should be volunteers or Professional rescue Personnel
c Personnel should be familiar with the conseuuences of anw

exposure received
o Women in their reproductive ucars should not tuhe Part
o Exposures of this nature should be limited to once in a

lifetime
o Internal exposure should be niinisiized bu the une of respiratorw

eauipment

o Contamination'should be controlled bu the use of Protective
clothing

'
' o Volunteers above the age of 45 are recommended

(3 at .33 each) (1.0)

REFERENCE
Emergenew Exposure Guidelines A.2-401 Pd 3,5

. , . . . . . - . . - , .- - - . - . - - - - . - .- , . . - - ._ _-
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CUMMISSION
SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

FACILITY: _MONIICELLO______________

REACTOR TYPE: _BWR_____________________

DATE ADMINISTERED:_BAZO6Z26________________^

EXAMINER: _HILLa_D.________________

APPLICANT: _________________________

INSIEUCIIONS_ID_AEELIceWII

Use separate paper for the answers.- Write answers on one side onIw.
StaPIe uuestion sheet on top of the answer' sheets. Points for each
cuestion are indicated in Parentheses after the ouestion. The Passing
drade reuuires at least 70% in each categorw and a final grade of at

least 80%. Examination Papers Will De Picked uP siX (6) hours after
the examination starts.

% OF
CATEGORY % OF APPLICANT'S CATEGORY
__UALUE_ _IDIAL ___ SCORE ___ _UALUE__ ______________CeIEGORY_____________

_25.00__ _25.00 ________ 5. THEORY OF HUCLEAR POWER PLANT___________

OPERATION, FLUIDSe AND

THERHODYNAMICS

_25.00__ _25.00 6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGNe CONTROL,___________ ________

AND INSTRUMENTATION
.

_25.00__ _25.00 7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL,___________ ________

EMERGENCY AND RADIOLOGICAL
CONTROL

_25.00__ 25.00 8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES,___________ ________

CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

100.00__ 100.00 TOTALS___________ ________

FINAL GRADE _________________%

All work done on this exassination is av own. I have neither,

diven nor received aid.

___________________________________

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

- - . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . -. . _ - - - - - ._. -
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5.__'IHEDRY_DE_WUCLEAR_EDWER_ELAWI_DEEReIIONz_ELUIDSz_0WD PAGE 2
' INERMDDXWeMICS,

OUESTION 5.01 (2.00)

For e,ach condition (a-d) given belows indicate whether it will cause
an INCREASEe a DECREASE, or have NO EFFECT on CRITICAL POWER:

a. Increasing fuel bundle flow (0.5)

b. Increasing coolant Pressure (0.5)

c. Increasing inlet subcooling (0.5)

d. Increasing magnitude of axial Power Peak (0.5)

00ESTION 5.02 (1.00)

The Bx8 fuel has a thermal time constant of aerroximatels 5 to 6 sec-
onds. This means that in 5 to 6 seconds followind a sudden power in-+

crease: (Choose ONE answer below) (1.0)

a. The fuel centerline temperature will reach its auximum (final)

value.

b. Clad surface temperature will reach its finul value.

-c. Fuel centerline temperature will reach aPProximatclu 2/3 of

its final value.

.d. Fuel centerline tempercture, clad surfcce temrerature and
,

coolant temperature have each reached their vuuilibrium
I (final) values.

e. Clad surface tenPeratufe Will reach aprroximatelu 63% of
i its final value.

i

DUESTION 5.03 (2.00)

f Your reactor has-Just scrammed from extended full rower operation.
' Ten (10) hours later cooldown in complete, and the SDM is measured

at that time to be 1% k/k. Describe the changes, if unwe to the SDM

-for the NEXT 20 hours. (Include in wour discussion unw adverse
conditions). (2.0)

L
- _ - . . - _ - . - - . . - . _ - - - - . - . - . - . - . - - . . - - . . - . . .-
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IHERHODYNAMICS,

!

!

DUESTION 5.04 (2.50)

The reactor operator has Just made a rod notch with the reactor critical.
The -ecunt rate of the SRH's increased from 2500 ces to 4700 ers in 80
seconds. The moderator temperature in 140 deg. F.

a. Determine the notch worth of this control rod Pull. (1.5)

b. Assuming no other actions are taken and an infinite reriod
is re-established when the moderctor tumrerature reaches
162 deg. F., WHAT is the value of the moderator temperature
coefficient. (1.0)

(Note: State anw assumptions wou make and show all work)

DUESTION 5.05 (3.00)

a. Determine the condenser hotwell subcooling (condensate derression)4

if the condenser vacuum in 27.9* Hg. and the condensate tempera-
ture is 90 degrees F. (1.0)

b. What is one disadvantage of condensate doeression? (0.5)

c. How does increased condensate derression affect condensate Pump
net rositive suction head? (0,5)

d. Give two (2) examples of factors thut can increase
condensate depression. (1.0)

.

QUESTION 5.06 (2.00)

Explain WHY it is desirable to maintain the axial flux peak low in
the core during BOL and WHAT can happen if this in not done. (2.0)

DUESTION 5.07 (2.00)

For each of the events listed below, state which reactivitu coefficient
will respond firste whw it reuPonds first, and whether it adds positive
or negative reactivitw. |

l

a. SRV opening at 100% Power (1.0) '

b. Rod drop from 100% rower (1.0)
1

!

l
1

_ , . . - . . _ _ - _ _ . . . _ . _ . _ _ . ,-
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,~ IHERWODYWAMICS s) j
,. ,
s(y

> 4 c.
'

?# < ;

q
-

. DUESTION 5.08 .(2'.00)
1. \ / >

a. What is decaw heat and how is.it' Produced? (1.0)
* . )

b. Does this Power INDICATE on the SRri ' instrumentation? WHY
or WHY NOT?' s [ (1.0)

4 v ,

; ,. ,f
,

A

QUESTION 5.d9 (3.00) -

'l

!
.

Following an auto initiation of RCIC at' a reactor yressure of 800
?HOW cre the followincJPside reactor Pressure decreases to 400 Psig.

Parameters affected-(INCREASES, DECREASESe REMAINS CONSTANT) be the
change in reactor Pressure? BRIEFLY EXPLAIN YOUR CHOICE.

ASSUME the RCIC Swstem is operating as designed.
1

1

a. -RCIO flow to the reactor (1.0)
r ~

b.s RCIC Pump discharge head (assuming NPSH remains constant) (1.0)

c. RCIC. turbine RPM (1.0)

GUESTION 5.10 (2.50)
-

.

Tube flow through a feedwaters heater i s 4.0 x 10E6 lbm/hr feedwater
flow which enters at 150 deg. F. and exits at 200 deg. F. The shell
side is supplied With extraction s,tece at 30 Psig Which louves the
shell side as drain water at 150 des', F. What EXTRACTION STEAM FLOW
is reuuired? (Note: Show all calculations.wou maw use and state anw
assumptions wou make.) (2.5)

y \,

,

QUESTION 5.11' (2.00)'

a. Power level is ircreased from 40Lto;50 percent bu increasing
irecirculation flow. HOW and WHY dues the steudu state negative

reactivitw contribution ~duelto voids change between these two
'

(1.0)Power levels. EXPLAIN. j

b. If-the change'$#&s from[9p to 100 percente HOW and WHY would it
-affect the masaitude of the-change discussed in Part 'a' above? (1.0)

'
i- -s q ,

il
i

e . . - , .- . , , ,,y --n . . - - ,y-,. ,,,,,,-w., , - , - - - - - - . - , , . , - - , - - ,a sn--a ,,, , - , , , , , - , , , - - , , -
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IHERHODYWANICS*
-

QUESTION 5.12 (1'.00)

When ponducting the core SDM test at the beginning of core life,
the margin must be at least Rf0.25% delta K. What is RT (1.0)

,

6

4

)

i
'

l

I

|
,

|

I

_ _ . - , - . -- . . . . - . , _ _ _ - - _ _ . . , , . . - - - , - - - , - - - - - - - . . . , - - - - . . - _ . - - . - _ .-
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s

QUESTION- 6.01 (3.00)

With regard to the Main Steam Sustemt

s. Explain What Phwsically causes the HSIV closind speed during
EXERCISING to be much slower than the normal closind speed?
Your answer- should include HOW the valve is cloced (motive' (1.5)force).

b. Explain HOW/WHY a relief valve dischorse Pipe '( tail Piec)
could be damaged due to its vacuum breakers sticking shut
during repeated. actuation (lifting) of the relief valve. (1.5)

,

QUESTION 6.02 (2.50)

a. List two conditions that will cause the RWCU Excess Flow Control
Valve (CV-2403) to AUTO CLOSE. Include setPoihts. (1.0)

b. Should the RWCU Execus Flow RO BuPass valve (HO-2401) be oren at
(1.0)high Pressure? E x P 1 D i T6 Wour UnsWer.

c. What Problems if anWp is associDted With the RWCU Holdinrt Pumns
re-starting automatica119 after a loss of Power for greater than
5 seconds to HCC's 22.and 32? (0.5)

'
.

QUESTION 6.03 (3.00)

a. What signals (including setpoints) will automatically start the
Core SPraw Pumps? (1.5)

b. What Protection (O the Core SPrau Pump in Provided until injection
into the vessel takes Place? (0.5)

c. If a Core SPra9 loop is to .be isolatCde folloWind Dn initiution !
'

and D Pump failurep Whu docu the Outboard Iuolution.Bupaus switch
,

have to be taken to "Bueess" before closing the Outbo'urd Isolation
(0.5)valve?

d. How can the Core Spraw Pume be stopped if the initiation signal
is still Present? (0.5)

.

4
A

5

*

,

,
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4.__EleWI_SYSIEMS_DESIGW1_CONIROLa_AND_INSIEUMENIAIIDW PAGE 7
*
.

QUESTION 6.04 (4.00)

For each of the HPCI (High Pressure Coolant Injection) Sustem component
failures listed belowe STATE WHETHER OR NOT HPCI WILL AUTO INJECT into
the'riactor vessel, IF IT WILL NOT INJECT WHY, AND IF IT WILL INJECT,
Provide ONE POTENTIAL ADVERSE EFFECT OR CONSEQUENCE of suutem onerction
with the failed component.
Assume NO OPERATOR ACTION, and the component is in the failed condition
at the time HPCI receives the cuto initiating signal.

a. The GLAND SEAL EXHAUSTER fails to orerate. (1.0)

b. The turbine AUXILIARY LUBE DIL PUNP fails to overcte. (1.0)

c. The MINIMUM FLOW VALVE fails to auto open (STAYS SHUT) when
swstem conditions reauire it to be open. (1.0)

d. The HPCI PUMP DISCHARGE FLOW ELEMENT output siunal to the HPCI
flow controller is failed at its maximiuni outrut. (1.0)

GUESTION 6.05 (2.50)

The plant is at 50% Power when an i ns t r u nn ent techhician reGuests. Permission

to Pe r f o rni a FUNCTIONAL CHECK on the YARWAY -50 to +50* RPS 1cvel indicat-
ind switch LIS 2-3-57A. Assuming that work on more that one plant instru-
ment at a t i nie IS PERMISSIBLE, which of the followind would uou NOT ALLOW
to be performed in conjunction w.ith this work? EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER FULLY.

,

a. CALIBRATION of the Reactor Level Control St: stem GEMAC
LEVEL TRANSHITTER 'B'. (Assume level t r an sse i t t e r 'A' is
selected for input to the Feedwater Level Control Sustem.)

b. FUNCTIONAL CHECK of the HAIN STEAM LINE RADIATION Monitor
CHANNEL 'D'.

c. FUNCTIONAL CHECK of the YARWAY -50 to +50' ECCS level
indicatins switch LIS 2-3-72A.

i

|

_ -
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.

DUCSTION 6.06 (4.00) ,

!

Concerning the Recirculation Flow Control Swstem: |
i
'

- e. What ate two of the three erved coritt ol components that use
the speed signal f rons the MG set tachometer? (1.5)

b. What are two of the three conditions that will PREVENT a sis-
nal mismatch scoop tube lock? Include aerlicabic setroints. (1.5)

c. With the Plant operatind at 23% Power and asinimum floWe an
oPef'ator inadvertantlw shifts the H/A transfer statiors for
recire. Pump 'A' f rans ' Manual" to ' Auto". Auuuming N0

further operator actiore, BRIEFLY EXPLAIN what will happen
to the speed of 'A' recire. Pume. Curit i nue wour dis-
cussion to the final steadv state speed. (1.0)

DUESTION 6.07 (2.50)

a. EnPlain the oPeratiors of the Feed Heater Level Control sustem
for are Increasing Level in High Inter. Pressure Hector E-14A.
Assume the level increase continues to the hich level netPoint. (1.5)

b. Whw are the condensate feedwater block valves interlocked to
oPen the spill valves When the block valve is not fullu opened? (1.0)

,

OUESTION 6.08 (1.50)

a. What conditions (list four) will a u to nia ti c a l l u initiate the
Standbw Gas Tveatment swutom? (1.0)

b. How is a SGTS sustem ' Test * different from an " auto initiation'?
(Other than the initiating event). (0.5)

DUESTICN 6.09 (2.00)

Regarding the LPCI Loop Select Logic;

a. How does the logie determine how nianw recire. Pumps are
(1.0)running?

b. How does the logic determine which is the UNDAHAGED recire.
(1.0)loop?

_ _ .
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RADIDLOGICAL_CONIROL.

QUESTION 7.01 (2.50)

'Dut ing Power Operation:

a.. What actions must be taken uPon receipt.of an AGAF alarm? (1.0)

b. What are three instances when a TIP scan should'be Performed?(1.5)

QUESTION- 7.02 (3.50)

Assume a Pipe break INSIDE the CONTAINHENT:

s. What are the five immediate actions to be Performed to initi-
,

ste a - RHR loop into the LPCI mode from the shutdown cooling
mode? Valve numbers NOT reuuired. (2.0)'

b. Which Reactor Vessel Level indicators should an operator
-use during a rapid dePreEsurizClion? (List tWo Und be
specific) (1.0)

c. If APRS does NOT automaticallw initiate on low-low reactor
level AND CANNOT be manuallu initiated, HOW manu relief
valves should be opened to derressurize the recetor? (0.5)

'

OUESTION 7.03 (3.50)

a. List the conditions that will initiate an ATWS trie and the
action (s) it Produces. (1.0)

b. The ATWS event Procedure instructs the LPEERO to initiate
the SBLC swstem if certain conditions exist. What are these
conditions? (1.5)

c. Once SBLC-is initiated when can wou terminate the injection?
WHY7 (1.0)

GUESTION 7.04 (3.00)

!List the two reasons that Prolonged oPerClion in HOT STANDBY is
undesirable add EXPLAIN WHY each IS NOT a Problem durind Power
operations. (3.0)

-- - - -- -. _ - _-.)
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QUESTION '7.05' (2.00)

Regarding-ths Recirculation Sustem:

a. Deerational Limitations on the recire pumrs are maintained
to enhance the cEPabilitV of the LPCI Loon Select Logic.
When DON'T these limitations aerlw? (0.5)

b. What are the three unerational limitations concernind DNE-
PUNP OPERATION? (1.5)

QUESTION 7.06 (3.00)

With regard to the main turbine:

a. Whw should operation beloW 5% loud be held to a minimum? (0.5)

b. What action must-wou take if ROTOR LONG as indicated on the
red band on recorder 1717 is exceeded? (1.0)

c. What is the limiting raremeter when acking loud chances from
one steadw state load to another? Include in wour answer anw
alternative Parameters that wou are allowed to use. (1.5)

.

QUESTION 7.07 (3.00)

You are the Emergenew Director during a radiolocical occident and
.have decided to use the Emergencu Exposure Guidelineu during the
corrective actions. Whct are four of the criteria wou would use to
select the Personnel for the Jobe all other things being euual ie.
skill and Job familiairitw? (3.0)

DUESTION 7.08 (2.50)

Concerning operation of the RWCU (Reactor Water Cleanue) swstem: j

i

a. Whw are wou cautioned to closelv monitor cleanup water I

temperature to the filter /demins during reactor startur7 (1.0)

b. Whw must the filter /demins be HANUALLY isolated prior to

! starting backwashing and Precocting? (1.5)

,

'

l

- - -- w- . e- ,w, -- , , - - - - , - , , -. - --.--~,-w-e-- w , - ,,-+y , - ,-
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RADIDLOGICAL_CDWIRDL.

- QUESTION 7.09 (2.00)

What is the reason for each of the followind PrecautionG Pertcining
to the RHR swstem?

o. When starting the RHR Pumps in the shutdown coolind mode, the
Pumps should not be run with the discharge valve closed for
extended Periods of time. (1.0)

b. Do not control the rate of reactor couldown during the shutdown
cooling mode of RHR bw alternate 1w stopping and starting the
RHR Service Wate r puniPs . (1.0)

4

4

e

'

1

. , . . _ _ . . - . , . _ . . ._ -. - - - -
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.

QUESTION 8.01 (2.00)

For each of the following conditions, STATE WHETHER YOU WOULD CONSIDER
THE APPLICABLE SYSTEM OPERABLE OR INOPERABLE per the tech. spees. AND for
cach sou consider inoperable, brief1w STATE WHY wou determined the sustem
to be INOPERABLE (i.e., whw it cennot Perform its intended function).

a. The condensate Pressuriziflg station for a LPCI lour is out
of service. (1.0)

b. The HPCI suction' valves will not automaticallw shift to the
Suppression Pool from the CST-fon high superession Pool
level. Thew will shift automatica11w on low CST level. (1.0)

.

QUESTION 8.02 (1.50)
;

G
While Performing a routine Periodic surveillance, wour Plant unerator
informs wou that a reauired fire berrier sec1 appears to have been
damaged and, in his opinion, needs to be replaced. What action (s)
must wou take Prior to rePDir of the fire seal? (1.5)

00ESTION 8.03 (3.00)

Concerning the use of Safetw Tass:
.

a. What criteria is used to determine whether a HOLD card or a
SECURE card should be used for a clearance? (1.0)

b. Is an OCB (oil circuit breaker) in the OPEN Position adeauate
for CLEARANCE FOR WORK? EXPLAIN wour answer. (1.0)

c. What two conditions must be art before a Person rCUucSting a
clearance for work can work under ANOTHER Persons HOLD card? (1.0)

. -

'

QUESTION 8.04 (3.00)

a. What are the control room minimum staffing reuuirements (Per ,

'

Tech. Specs.) during NORMAL OPERATIONS AND COLD SHUTDOWN? (2.0)
|

b. What Provisions are made to accomodate an unexrected absence
of a dutw shift crew member? (1.0)

.

|
. . - . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ , , _ , . _ _ _ _ , _ , , , , , , . _ _ _ _ _ . , _ __.--- - _ _ _ . . . ,
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1

|-

|

~QUESIIDN_.B.05 (2.50)

Concerning reportable event notifications, what are the differences
between an IMMEDIATE NRC notification (10 CFR 50.72) and a PROMPT
-NRC nbtification with written followur (Technical Specifications)? (2.5)

QUESTION 8.06 (2.00)

List four scrams which must be OPERABLE when the reactor is sub-
criticair irradiated fuel is in the vessel, and the reactor temper-
ature is less than 212 degrees F. Include anu anelicable sutroints. (2.0)

DUESTION 8.07 (2.50)

a. What are two reasons ERO (Essersencu Response Ordanization) tas
boards are used? (1.0)

b. Who, in order of succession, can assume the duties of OPERATIONS
GROUP LEADER 7 (Five reauired) (1.5)

. DUESTION 8.08 (3.50)

a. List two conditions where a Plant Restart Checklist mau be used. (1.5)

b. How are changes to the Control Rod Withdrawal Suuuence imple-
mented? (0.5)

c. If criticalitu WAS NOT achieved during a reactor startur and sub-
seauent shutdown) under what condition would a startur NOT be
assigned a new number? (0.5)

d. If a Reactor Protection Suuteni checklist for a seceific reactor
startup was STARTED at 0800, COMPLETED at 1500, and the REACTOR
STARTUP COMMENCED at 22008 would the checklist be valid? EXPLAIN

'

wour answer. (1.0)

,

l

l

)
l
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,

.

QUESTION 8.09 (2.00)

According to Administrative Control Directive 4 ACD-3.6, Work Reauest
Authorization:

.

a. What are CRITICAL SYSTEHS7 (1.0)

b. For work on-Critical Sustoms, what.two individuals must give.

APP.roval. Prior to Work on the Critical SULlem? (1.0)

QUESTION 8.10 (3.00)
1

In regard to MNGP Technical Specifications for Rufueling:

a. What is an alteration of the core? (.75)

b. Is it allowable to use " Dunking * chambers during major
core alterations? EXPLAIN vour answer. (.75)

c. -List the two conditions that must be fulfilled before the
reauirement that 'the SRM have a minimum of 3 ces with all
rods fullw inserted * is waived. (1.5)i

.

I

< ,
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EQUATION SHEET

.

f = ma v = s/t Cycle efficiency = (.1et work
out)/(Energy in)

2
w = mg s = V,t + 1/2 at

.

E = u-
A = AN A = A,e'

KE = 1/2'mv a = (Vf - V,)/t
- PE = mgn

* = e/t A= In2/t1/2 = 0.693/t1/2Vf = V, + at
1/2*" * U t1/ ~> M#2-

y.y ,,p nDA= [(t1/2) * II }34 b

t.E = 931 m -Ex
-

m = V,yAo ,

o
. .

Q = mCpat
I = I e~"*

Q = UA4T g

I = I,10~*/II'Pwr = W t.h
f

TIL = 1.3/u
sur(t) HVL = -0.693/uP = P 10

p = p e /Tt

o
SUR = 25.06/T SCR = S/(1 - K,ff)

CR = S/(1 - K,ffx)x
.

SUR = 26a/1* + (s - o)T CR;(1 - K,ff)) = CR (I - *eff2)2

T = ( t=/o ) + [(a - o VIo] M = 1/(1 - K,ff) = CR)/CR,
.

T = 1/(p - a) M = (1 - K ,ff,)/(1 - K ,ff7)-

T = (a - o)/(Io) SDM = ( - K ,ff)/K ,ff
t* = 10 seconcsa = (K ,ff-1)/K ,ff = t.X ,ff/K,ff
I = 0.1 seconds ~I

o = [(1*/(T K,ff)] + [i,ff (1 + IT)]/

I d) = I d
P = ( uV)/(3 x 1010) I)d) 2 =2 2

j
Id2

2
R/hr = (0.5 CE)/d (meters)I = aN
R/hr = 6 CE/d2 (feet) ,

Miscellaneous Conversions
Water Parameters _

10
~1 gal. = 8.345 lbm. 1 curia = 3.7 x 10 dps

1 ga . = 3.78 liters 1 kg = 2.21 lbm .
3 Stu/hrI ft" = 7.48 gal. 1 np = 2.54 x 10

3 1 mw = 3.41 x 100 5tu/hrDensity = 62.4 lbg/ft
Density = 1 gm/c# lin = 2.54 cm
Heat of vaporization = 970 Stu/lbm *F = 9/5'C + 32
Heat of fusion = -144 Stu/lbm 'C = 5/9 (*F-32)
1 Atm = 14.7 psi = 29.9 in. Hg. 1 BTU = 778 ft-lbf
1 ft. H O = 0.4335 lbf/in.2

_ _ _- _ __ _ - . _ _. _ . - - _ ___ __ _ , . . _ . , _ _ _..
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.IHERMODYWedICS
,

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILLe D.

ANSWER 5.01 (2.00)
-

(0.5)
.o. Increases

(0.5)
b. Decreases

(0.5)
c. Increases

(0.5)
d. Decreases

REFERENCE
Thermodwnamics, Heat Tecnsfer and Fluid Flow

EDH-306Pg. 9-85 to 9-89

ANSWER 5.02 (1.00)

Clad surface temperature Will reach BPProximatelu 63% of its final
(1.0)value. (e)

REFERENCE
Thermodwnamics Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow

EDH-307Ps. 9-102

.

ANSWER 5.03 (2.00)

If the reactor was shut down bu 1% h/k au measured at the time of
peak xenon, then SDH will decrease as xenon decavu. Since xenon
(Peak) is greater than the 1% k/ke a inadvertent criticalitu could

(2.0)result.

i

REFERENCE
EDH-308BWR Technolosw

|

!
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|

CNSWERS -- HONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

CNSWER 5.04 (2.50)
.

a. P= Peed *
T=t/In (P/Po)

126.73 sec.T=80/In (4700/2500) =

T = /9 -#/A f (assume beta .007, lambda =.isec
F=jf// t1T =.007/1+.1(126.73)=.00051 dk/k Per notch (1.5)

b. c % a ATmt= _. y g(n M
o<r%s = %ca 4(nch0/AL.1.00051/162-140 = -2.32E-5 dk/k Per dec. F. (1.0)=-

NOTE: Answers graded independent 1We

REFERENCE
BWR Technologwp Eaustion Sheet EDH-309

.

ANSWER 5.05 (3.00)

a. 29.9' - 27.9' = 2' Hd absolute (0.25)
.98 Psia (0.25)2' Hg absolute =

100 F (0.25)Tsat for .98 Psia =
100 F - 90 F = 10 F condensate depression (0.25) (1.0)

b. Plant efficionew is reduced (0.5)
.

c. NPSH increases (0.5)

d. Reduce turbine load, Increase cire water flow, raise condenser
Pressure, Decrease cire water teme., Increase hotwell icvel. CAF
(2 reouired) (1.0)

REFERENCE
Steam Tables, Therecdwnamics, Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow EDH-310

ANSWER 5.06 (2.00)

Keeping the Peak low in the core decreases peaking problems at EOL
[0.53. At EOL all control rods are fullw withdrawn and large flux
Peaks occur. Without Proper burnout, the bottom Would be UMCCLuiVelv
reactive and rods would have to be inserted to control reaking. These

rods would be verw difficult to withdraw'Icter[1.53 (2.0)

|

|

. . _ _ _ _ - . . - _ . _ _. -- , . . ,
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.IWERHDDYWANICS

,

ANSWERS -- HONTICELLG -84/06/26-HILLe D.

REFERENCE
BWR Inherent Reactivitw Coefficientse Ps. 50 EDH-311

.-

ANSWER 5.07 '(2.00)

a. Decreased Pressure causes increased voidu [0.53, void coefficient
[.253 would add negative reactivitu [.253 firut. (1.0)

b. The rapid addition Of Positive-reDetivitw due to rod removal
causes power to increasee und fuel temperature to increuse [0.53.
Fuel temperature coefficient [.253 would rouPond first bu addins
negative reactivitw [.253. (1.0)

REFERENCE
BWR Technolosw

.

.

ANSWER 5.08 (2.00)

a. Heat Produced at some time after the fission event [0.53 in decaw
heat. It is Produced bW the radio &clive decaW Of the fission Products
[0.53 (1.0)

b. No.[0.253 The nuclear instrumentation indicateu neutronse while the'

decaw heat power is frOm beta 1 Mamma decDU Of the fission fradments
[0.753 (1.0)

REFERENCE
DE Rx Fundamentals CED 223

~

|

.
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|IHERHODYNAMICS 1-
.

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.'

ANSWER 5.09 (3.00)
.

a. Remains constant E.253. Flow is controlled bu the RCIC flow
controller which will attempt to maintain a constant output flow
regardless of reactor Pressure E.753. (1.0)

b. Decreases E.253. The flow controller functions to maintain a
constant flow, thus Pump discharge Pressure iG decreased along
with the decreasing reactor Pressure to maintain constant flow.
OR Since the flow controller maintains a constant flow to the
reactor, as reactor Pressure decreases, the Pune diccharge head
must decrease to maintain a constant flow (constant NPSH) E.753. -(1.0)

c. Decreases E.253. Since Pump discharde head is decreasing to
maintain a constant flow, turbine RPM must also decrease E.753. (1.0)

REFERENCE
NUS Pumps and Fluid Flow, and HNGP Des, Manual, B.2.3 EDH-314

ANSWER 5.10 (2.50)

Ofeed = Mf x c x dT, Ostm = Ms x dh, Ofeed = Obtm (1.0)

30Psis = 44.7 Psia
Hs x (1172 - 118) (0.5)4.0 E06 x 1.0 x (200 - 150) =

Ms e 4.0 E06 x 50/(1172 - 118)'

1 9 EOS lbm/hr (1.0)=

'
.

REFERENCE
Thermodwnamics, Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow, eg. 8-62,8-63 EDH-315

,

i

1

|

. . . . . . _ . . _ _
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IHERHDDYNAHICS
,

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILLe D.

ANSWER 5.11 (2.00)

o. To return to steadv state at 50%e reactivitw must return to zero.
Part of the negative contribution tact terminates the Power rise
is due to the Doppler Coefficient. The negative contribution due
to voids cannot be as large at 50% as at 40%. (1.0)

b. The change would be smaller, because the magnitude of the Doppler
(1.0)Coefficient is less at higher temperatures.

REFERENCE
BWR Inherent Reactivitw Coefficientse Ps 28 EDH-316

ANSWER 5.12 (1.00)

R is the difference between the calculated value of maximum core
reactivitw during the operating cuele and the calculated BOL core

(1.0)reactivitw.

REFERENCE
HNGP Technical Specification &e 3.3/4.3-8, Pg.84 EDH-345

'

>
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.

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

CNSWER' 6.01 (3.00)

-o. -The air suPP1w to the MSIV air culinder is interrupted E0.53 and
the air cwlinder vents through an exhaust restrictor E0.53. Since
no air Pressure is applied to the tur of the air culinder, the
valve closing springs Provide the siain closing force E0.53. (1.5)

b. Following the first actuation of the relief, the steam in its
discharge line would condense causing a vacuum in the line [0.53.-

This would result in torus water being drawn up into the line [0.53
which could cause overPressurization of the line on the next act-
uation [0.53. (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNGP Vol. B.2.4-12,13 EDH-317

ANSWER 6.02 (2.50)

a. Low Pressure uPstreata 9 5 Puis decreasing OR (0.5)
High Pressure downstream E 140 esis inereusing (0.5)

b. No [.253, the orifice buncss volve is opened When the influent
Pressure is low. This would increase the flow rute [.753. The
PuPPose of the orifice is to limit flow rules to the condenser
or radwaste when the influent Pressure is high. (1.0)

.

c. Since the filter cake falls off the tubes on a loss of flowl when
flow resumede migration of the filter cche would take place and
contaminate the swstem. (0.5)

REFERENCE>

| MNGP Vol. B.2.2-3e14,23,42 EDH-318

ANSWER 6.03 (3.00)

a. High Drwwell Pressure f 2 Psig OR Low Low Reactor Water Level e
6'7* above TAF AND Low Reactor Vessel Pressure E 450 Psig. (1.5)

b. Each loop includes an orificed minimum flow Pume discharge line
back to the suPPreLsion Pool. (0.5) |

l

c. Bweass cancels the automatic signal to that valve. (0.5) l

i
l

d. Bw Placing the control switch in P-T-L. (0.5)

_ _ - _ - . _ _ - - - - . _ , _ _ - __. - _ __ _- - - - _ _ _
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.

-

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

REFERENCE-
MNGP Vol.-B.3.1-2,4-6 EDH-319

.
.

ANSWER 6.04 (4.00)

a. Will inject [0.253. Turbine cual leakage resultino in Potential air-
borne activitw in the HPCI room [0.753. (1.0)

b. Will not inject [0.253. Turbine stoP and control valves will not
(1.0)open [0.753.

c. Will inject [0.253. Pump overheating and seul damage mau result.

during low or no flow conditions [0.753. (1.0)

d. Will not inject [0.253. Maximum signal from the flow element will
cause the controller to keep turbine GPeed at minimum [0.753. (1.0)

REFERENCE
MNGP ops Manual, B.3.2

*
ANSWER 6.05 (2.50)

b is the correct answer [0.53.

YARWAY LIS 2-3-57A Wives a half Group 1 isolation signal [0.753.
.

Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor 'D' would trip the remaining

half of the isolation lodic causind the MSIVs to close [0.753. This in

turn would cause a full scram as the Plant * mode switch is in 'RUN' E0.53.
-OR-

YARWAY LIS 2-3-57A gives half scram on +9' low level and MSL Rad
channel 'D' Provides the half ceram on RPS channel 'B' for a full
scram.

REFERENCE
MNOP Ops. Manual, B.1.1 1 B.S.6

_ _ __. _ _- _ _ _ ._ _
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- : ANSWERS ---MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.
-

CNSWER 4.06 -(.4.00)

a. '11 M/e Transfer Station
2. Hismatch Sumcer
3.~ Error Signal Limiting Network

(2 reauired 9 .75 each) (1.5)
,

b. 1. Recire. Pune discharge valve shut

2. Feedwater flow <20%
3. Output of M/A Transfer station <25%

(2 reuuired 9 .75 each) (1.5)'

c.- Pump speed will inervase to 45% at which time the Master Con-
troller low SP0ed limiter Will be limiting. (1.0)

i REFERENCE
MNGP Vol. B.1.4-3, B.5.8-2,4,9 EDH-322

1

ANSWER 6.07 (2.50)

a. The level controller will first open the heuter drain (CV-1017)

E0.53. As level continues to increace, the heater dump valve
(CV-1018) will open drainind the hoster to the condenuer[0.53.;

At the high level clarm Pointo the blevder trir valve (BTV-10)
,

will.close[0.53. (1.5)-

b. This insures continuous removal of moisture from the turbine
extraction stages when feedwater heateru are out of service. (1,0)

!.

| REFERENCE
i MNGP Ucl. B.6.5-14,16 21 EDH-323
!

!

!

|

ANSWER 6.08 (1.50)

|
a. 1. Reactor Building ventilation Plenum high radiation

2. Refuelins floor radiation
3. Drwwell Pressure
4. Low reactor water level

(4 reauired 9 .25 each) (1.0)

b. The Partial Group II isolation will not occur in the 'teut' mode. (0.5)
1

|

|

|
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,

. -

CNSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

. REFERENCE ~
MNGP Vol. B.4.2-9,12 EDH-324

.

ANSWER 6.09 (2.00)

a. Bw monitoring the differential Presbure across each recirc PUMP
for a 2 esid or greater des indicating the PURP is running. (1.0)

b. Bw comparing the Pressure ire the riser Pipes on one recire loop
with.the Pressure in the riGer Pires of the other loop. The
undsmaged loop will have a higher Pressure thare the damaged loop. (1.0)

REFERENCE
HNGP Vol. B.3.4-10,11. EDH-325

|

,

|

|

l

{
| |

I

|
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-EADIOLOGICAL_CONIROL,

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

CNSWER 7.01 (2.50)
-

c. 1. Demand OD-3 to determine which APRH'S caused the alarm
2. Increase the gain of the deficient APRM'S
3. Re-demand OD-3 to verifw that all APRM'S are reading Proper 1w
4. Control Room Los entrw stating which APRM mains were adjusted

and whw.
(Must have at least 1 and 2 for full credit) (1.0)

b. 1. Approximate 1w once a month
2. Immediate1w following a rod scodence exchange
3. UPon reauest of the Nuclear Engineer
4. Following a detector replacement (to eclibrate the detector)

(3 reouired 9 0.5 each) (1.5)

REFERENCE
HNGP Vol. C.2-3,32 EDH-326

ANSWER 7.02 (3.50)

a. 1. OPen RHR cross-tie valve (HD-2033) (0.4)
2. Close shutdown coolind suction valve (HO-1988/89) (0.4)
3. OPen torus suction valve (HO-1986/87) (0.4)

'

4. Reset S/D Cooling Group 2 Isolation (0.4)
5. Open LPCI injection valves (HO-2012 to 2015) (0.4)

b. 1. Core Floodinge 400 inche Yarwou (0.5)

2. Operating Rangee 60 inche GE/MAC (0.5)

c. As manw as Possiblee up to the number used for APRS (0.5)

REFERENCE
HNOP Vol. C.4-0109,0111,0113 EDH-327

.

|

|

1
|
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R&DIOLOGICAL_CONIROL.,

ANSWCAU'-- HONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

CNSWER 7.03 (3.50)
.

o. 1135 PsigEO.253 or Low-Low Rx water level after u 9 second time
delaw.CO.253 The ATWS trir opens the recire HG field breakers
CO.253 and opens the ARI valvesEO.253 (1.0)

b. Unable to maintain the reactor suberitical[0.53 and'

1. RPV water level cannot be maintainedEO.53 OR (1.0)

2. Suppression Pool water temperature cannot be maintained
less than 110 des.FE0.53 (0.5)

c. Once SBLC is initiated the Complete charge is to be injected.[0.53
To ensure S/D margin maintained au C/De dilution, poison decaw
and reactivitw coefficient feedback take place.[0.53 (1.0)

REFERENCE
NSP OP HAN. C.4.I-11 1 B.3.5 CED 250

ANSWER 7.04 (3.00)

1. Buildup of onwgen in the reactor coolant due to radiolvtic de-
composition of water. Oxwden is removed at high stuuming rates
(deaeration bw boiling). High oxugels uussuuntiution et hiflh
temperature is conducive to utresu corrosion. (1.5)

2. Increased feedwater nozzle thermal futigue cweling due to low
feedwater temperaturese eweling of feed flow due to minimum
resolution of the Feedwater Control Sustom at low flowue incom-
P1ste mixing, and ' unstable flow cwelins' within the unarger.
During Power oPerstions, feed flows and temperatureu are in-
creesed. (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNOP Vel C.1=0062 EDH-330 I

1

|

1
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RAD 10 LOGICAL _CONIEDL,

CNSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

CNSWER 7.05 (2.00)
.

c. Transient periods of eune startup or one loop restart. (0.5)

b. 1. Idle Pump shall not be started unless the active Pump speed
is reduced to less than 50% of rated speed.

2. Power operation with one recirculation Pume and euualizer
valve closed is limited to 24 hours. Under no circumstances
shall eaualizer valves be open during Powe r operation.

3. The reactor thermal Power should be limited to 68% of rated
(1135.6 MWT) during one Pump WUuali2er valves Closed operation.

(3 reauired 0 0.5 each) (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNGP Vol. 5.1.4-42,43 EDH-331

ANSWER 7.06 (3.00)

o. Because of increased rates of erosion on the later stuue buckets. (0.5)

b. Shutdown the turbine and Place on the turning deGr to allow temp-
eretures to woualize. (1.0)

c. First stage bowl metal temperature differential OR the temerature
*

difference on the control valve casind. (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNGP Vol. B.6.1-136,137 EDH-332

.
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RADIDLOGICAL_CONIROL*

ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D.

ANSWER. 7.07 (3.00)

1. Personnel receiving increased exposure should be volunteers or

Professional rescue Personnel.
2. Personnel should be broad 1w familiar with the conseuuenses of

exposures received under emergenew conditions.
3. Women in their reproductive w&Grs should not take Part.
4. Exposures under 8,nese conditions should be limited to once in

a lifetime.
5. Internal exposure should be minimized bw the use of uPProPriate

respiratorw wouiPnent, and contamination should be controlled
bw the use of appropriate Protective Clothing.

6. Volunteers above the age of 45 are recommended.
(4 reauired 9 .75 each) (3.0)

REFERENCE
MNGP Vol. V.2.401 EDH-333

.

4

ANSWER 7.08 (2.50)

a. RWCU high temperature isolation can occur due to luck of cooling
flow through the redenerative heat exchander. (1.0)

b. To prevent high Pressure reactor Water from 100 kind Puut the air
.

operated filter /demin inlet Dhd outlet vulvCU into the low Press.
backwash and precoat PiPind. (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNGP Vol. B.2.2 EDH-334

CNSWER 7 09 (2.00)

a. The minimum flow valve opens and reactor water in Pumped to
the torus. (1.0)

b. The RHR service water Pumps must be in continuous operation
to ensure no leakage of Potentiallw radioactive water to the

RHRSW swstem. (1.0)
c. To avoid a reactor scram from high fluxe high reuetor Preuuure,

or high flow on the remaining steam lines. (1.0)

REFERENCE
RHR B.3.4-33e Main Steam B.2.4-25

'
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~'

. ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILLp D.

CNSWER 8.01 (2.00)

a. -Inoperable LPCI loop [0.333. Potential for water hammer in discharge
Pipins and possible discharge Piping damage au a result [0.673. (1.0)

b. Inoperable HPCI [0.333. HPCI suction must automaticallu transfer
to the Suppression Pool on high Icvel to maintain un udenunte air
space in the Suppression Pool [0.673. (1.0)

REFERENCE
MNGP Tech. Specs.

ANSWER 8.02 (1.50)

With a fire barrier penetration fire seal not intacts a continuous
fire watch shall be established on at Icast one side of the affect-
ed Penetration within one hour. (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNGP T.S.e3.13.6e Pd. 227b EDH-336'

.

'
ANSWER 8.03 (3.00)

.

a. Hold cards are used when human life or inJuru are involved.
Secure cards are not. (1.0)

b. Nos because the contacts of these switches are not visible and
might have in some waw malfunctioned and still be closed. (1.0)

,

c. 1. With the knowledge and aPeroval of the origins 1 card holder (0.5)

2. Hust wither place his Hold card with the first Hold card or
ascertain that his Hold is proper 1w lodged under the first
Person's clearance. (0.5)

i REFERENCE
MNOP Vol. B.9.1-0006e0007,0009 EDH-337

.

f
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.-

CNSWERS -- MONTICELLO' -84/06/26-HILL, D.'

CNSWER '8.04 (3.00)

a. NORMAL'0PERATION COLD SHUTDOWN^

LSO 1 1

LS08LO 3 2
Lic.8Unlic. 5 3

STA 1 0 (2.0)

b. Shift crew composition saw be less than minimum for a Period of
time not to exceed two hours provided immediate action is taken
to restore crew composition to minimum. (1.0)

REFERENCE
MNGP T.S. Table 6.1.1.e ed.236 EDH-338

ANSWER B.05 (2.50)

Immediate: NRC notified within one hour. (0.5)
Prompt: NRC notified within 24 hours bu telephone and confirmed bw

telegraphe mailgrame or facsimile transmission to the NRC
Regional Administrator no later. than the first workind daw
following the evente with a written followup within two
weeks. (2.0)

>

REFERENCE
MNOP T.S., Ps. 250, 30.72 (9/30/83) EDH-339

ANSWER B.06 (2.00)

1. Mode Switch in Shutdown
2. Manual Scram
3. High T1ux IRH (120/125)
4. Scram Discharse Volume High Level (56 gal.)

(4 reouired 9 0.5 each) (2.0)

REFERENCE
MNOP T.S. Table 3.1.1 and Notes ed. 28,29 EDH-340

.__ _ _ . _ . _ _ __ _ ___. _ .. . _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ . _ . , . _ . _ __ . _ . _ _ , _ _ . . _ . .
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s
ANSWERS -- MONTICELLO -24/06/26-HILL, D.

ANSWER 8.07 (2.50)

o. 'i t Speedw Personnel dutw assignments during the initial stage of
an emergenew

2. Insure oualified Personnel fill the Positions in the ERO
3. Insure that the more imPortant PositionG in the ERO are filled

first.
(2 reauired 9 0.5 euch) (1 0)

b. D. Antonw
Senior Site Superintendent PPUEentF, not on dutw shift
Senior Shift Supervisor Presente not on dutu shift
Dutw Site Superintendent
Dutu Shift Supervisor

(5 reauired 9 0.3 each) (1.5)

REFERENCE
MNDP Vol. A.2-001, Pg. 1,6 EDH-341

ANSWER 8.08 (3.50)

a. 1. When plant is exrected to be restarted after a short duration
shutdown when no major maintenance hou been Performud. (.75)

2. After a scrame if the nature of the scram is known und the
,

cause remedied. (.75)

b. Bw a Management Memo (0.5)

c. If rod withdrawal is re-initiated within 4 hourc after reaching
the all-rods-in condition. (0.5)

d. Noe the elapsed time from stort of Performance to initial rod
withdrawal exceeds the 12 hour time limit. (1.0)

REFERENCE
EDH-342 iHNDP Vol. C.1-1,3

t
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4

. ANSWERS'-- MONTICELLO -84/06/26-HILL, D. ;

CNSWER 8.09 (2.00)

c. -Swstems or eouirment that are reuuired to be operable bw Technical

; Specifications or are critical to continued op uratiore of the

Plant. (1.0)
,

b. WRA coordinator and the superintendente oPeratiores (1.0)

REFERENCE
4 ACD-3.4 EDH-343

ANSWER 8 10 (3.00)

o. The act;of m'oving anw componeret in the terJian above the core'
support Plate, below the.uPeer strid and'within the shroud. (.75)

b. Yese Provided the detector is connected into the normul SRM
circuit. L (.75)4

i
.

.I

c. 1. No more than two fuel asseniblies are Present in the core
- ausdrant associated with the SRM. ,' (.75)

2. While in the core, these fuel assemiblies are in locations
adjacent to the SRM. (.75)

,
.

|

' REFERENCE
MNOP T.S. 3.10.Be pg. 207 EDH-344
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